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Good Afternoon, ZPSD Community!  
 
In light of recent events caused by Coronavirus (COVID-19), we are taking precautions for the 
containment of the virus. The following is updated information for students, parents, community 
members, and all concerned as of March 27, 2020: 
 
* New Mexico State Governor Lujan-Grisham has shut down all schools in the state of New 
Mexico until further notice. This is a continuation of her previous order that started on Monday, 
March 16, 2020.  
* Zuni Public Schools will be shut down until further notice as a result of the State Governor's 
order.  
* All school-related activities/athletics will be canceled and not postponed.  
* ZPSD will continue to serve students (K-12) breakfast and lunch until further notice.  Our food 
service department has worked very hard to ensure that we provide these meals to all of our 
students.  However, there are a lot of students that are not taking advantage of this benefit.  I 
want to highly recommend that all students take advantage of this feeding opportunity.  
*Meals will continue to be served at our summer meal sites.  Please show up early to ensure that 
you get a meal.  We have to limit our time at each of the food sites to comply with the State 
Governor's order of social distancing.  We are also working out the details to use our 
transportation department to deliver food to alternative sites.  We want to cover as many sites for 
students to eat.  Please be thankful and gracious to our workers.  They are doing a fabulous job 
feeding our students.  Please keep an eye out on all social mediums such as the ZPSD Website, 
School Messenger, and Facebook for updates on this feeding program. 
*We know that there are many questions parents are going to have with all aspects of the 
decision to close schools for the remainder of the year.  ZPSD will have specific information 
next week as we get specific guidance from NMPED and work with our stakeholders.  We want 
to be able to answer all your questions to the best of our ability.  We want to ensure that we give 
accurate information.  If you have any questions in the meantime, please contact your child's 
school site administrator.  
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     Please be advised that we are now following Phase III containment advice as instructed by the 
New Mexico State Governor.  I cannot stress this enough:  Stay home!   Limit your movements. 
Our goal is not to have one case of COVID-19 come into the district and even better the Zuni 
reservation.  Please spend this time getting to know your student again.  Spend time reading with 
them.  
  
     For those of you that did not grow up with modern day technologies (when there was only a 
landline phone and three channels to watch).  What did you do then?  Spend time with your 
families. Catch up with them.  Remind them how much you care and love them.  No one alive 
today has been through a situation like this before. There is a lot of uncertainty, but that doesn’t 
mean we won’t get through this crisis.  Be safe, stay calm, don’t worry about things you can’t 
control, and stay healthy!  
 
Thank you, 
 
Daniel P. Benavidez,  
Superintendent 
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